
>> Good afternoon and welcome to our after school special entitled Interpreting for Team Sports Batter 

Up. And today, we are really fortunate to have the athletic director from the Western Pennsylvania 

School for the Deaf, Valentine Wojton here with us to be our key presenter for the day. And just to let 

you know, as we sat down to plan this video conference, there was so much valuable information, that 

this is only part 1 of what we will see. So we divided today's presentation into the sports that you see, 

right here on your PowerPoint in front of you and today, we will be covering baseball and softball, 

hockey and field hockey, and golf. And then part 2, we will be talking about-- hold on one second. ( 

Pause ) We will be talking-- I'm trying to find myself. ( Pause ) Okay. ( Pause ) There we go, and the 

second part of our sports interpreting will be football, and soccer, and basketball. And we may add a few 

others as well. So as you can see that's a ton of information that we have to share with you. Before we 

continue, I will introduce myself. I'm Marlene Schechter and I'm a PaTTAN consultant here in the 

Pittsburgh office. And I am joined by colleagues across the state. In Harrisburg, we have Jane Freeman 

and we have Sue Ann Houser in King of Prussia. And then of course we have all of you insights across 

Pennsylvania and we're so happy that you're with us today. ( Pause ) We will start by just once again 

talking about the PaTTAN mission which of course is to support the Pennsylvania Department of 

Education and the Bureau of Special Education in building local capacity in all of the agencies that served 

our students and receive special education services. And we are committed to ensure that each child's 

IEP begins and has individualized needs, that we meet individualize needs across our commonwealth. 

And with the exciting news that we have to share, you can see that we are thrilled to say that we have 

two more events coming up this spring. One is March 24th and that will be on classifiers. What's the 

best classifier to represent a concept, and that will be on Saturday, again March 24th and that's one of 

the Boys Town National Research Hospital videoconferences. And then on April 14th, many of you have 

been asking about the written EIPA, so we chose to also broadcast Boys Town's videoconference. I'm 

preparing to take the EIPA Written Test. And then moving on to the summer, we are really excited 

speaking of EIPA Diagnostic Center. We will have Frances Beaurivage as you know the director of the 

EIPA Center with us for our Summer Institute on June 25th and 26th at the Nittany Lion Inn State 

College. And so we will be talking about-- we're really going to be divided into two days on day 1 is going 

to talk about fingerspelling to support literacy development. And we know this is really key. But she's 

going to take us a little bit farther, for those of us-- those of us who are advanced signers which really all 

of you are at this point and the decision making that we need to do in the classroom. And how do we 

prioritize and how often do we fingerspell key concepts and analyzing classroom discourse to make 

these informed decisions. And in day 2, we'll focus on the whole message analysis which we really like to 

do. That's fun I think, and thinking about our memory skills and the delivery of the interpretation. So we 

will be talking also along with that prosody is another area that we must emphasize everyday in 

conveying words and grammar. And of course there'll be a variety of activities and we'll be having, as 

always, a lot of fun learning together in our state learning community. And I might as well just go on to 

today's agenda which is-- we'll have a warm-up using the genre of our teams sports of course. And a 

little bit of a pre-game, meaning some of the words that we-- we'll see with the coaches talking about 

their pep talks and we'll get in the game with some universal vocabulary that we see in all sports. And 

then we'll actually hone in on the baseball and softball lexicon, ice hockey and field hockey and golf. So, 

without further ado, we are going to move right into-- oh, I wanted to also mention that we will be 

taking your questions. You can see the email address on the screen and that would be at vc, standing for 



Video Conference, @pattanpittsburg, P-A-T-T-A-N, pgh.net. Okay, and now we're going to do a little pre-

game, do a little warm-up here. And let's move into our warm-up. And what we would like for you to 

think about is what you're seeing on the screen and how you might handle these scenarios if you we're 

in fact asked to interpret this particular pep talk. ( Pause ) (Noise) (Noise) >> How long does it take to 

score a goal? ( Noise ) Less than a second. That means no lead is safe if you can't play defense. Now get 

this straight. I don't give a damn how many goals you score. I want one number on your mind, zero as in 

shut up. You got that? >> And we'd like to show you one more. ( Silence ) ( Inaudible Discussion ) You 

got that, right? ( Inaudible Discussion ) ( Cheering ) ( Silence ) One second please. ( Pause ) So, pretty 

interesting, isn't it? Would you like to be out there for that baseball discussion perhaps, that pep talk? 

I'm sure you understood it all right or how about in the locker room for the hockey pep talk. We'll now 

we have our very own Val-- Valentine Wojton as I'd already introduced him from the Western 

Pennsylvania School for the Deaf. Also giving us a live demonstration of his pep talk. ( Silence ) ( Noise ) ( 

Silence ) >> -- catches the ground ball that plays big league moves their feet towards their targets. They 

get the momentum towards the target. So this drill is designed to help us throw like an infielder. I'm 

going to get Calder back up down there and I'm going to be the first one in this line to do this drill. >> 

Okay. >> We all have a ball in our hand. Okay? We start just as we just did in our last drill, catching 

ground balls. We're going to be in a wide base, our butt down, our hands are going to be out in front. 

We have the ball in our hand. There's no reason why we don't have a four-seam grip. ( Inaudible 

Remarks) I hope the drill looks something like this. Ready? Go! Get the ball back from your coach. Come 

back to the back of the line, Okay? When we catch the ball-- (Inaudible Remark) >> I can do that. 

(Inaudible Remark) >> Right? Good. >> Now we're going to talk about throwing the ball the right way to 

get that double play. This drill is setup with 3 cones in front of me. I'm basically like a third baseman 

throwing in that direction second base is that way. My shoulder is already pointed. I'm going to be in 

this position. Cone 1 is where I start where I catch the ground ball. Cone 2 is going to be were I release-- 

>> I don't see any interpreting. >> -- and cone 3 is going to be where I finish or follow. >> Okay, I'm going 

to start over just 'cause we had a little problem. >> Okay, every infielder that catches the ground ball 

that plays big league. >> There we go. >> Now, we're going to talk about throwing the ball the right way 

to get that double play. This drill is setup with 3 cones in front of me. I'm basically like a third baseman 

throwing in that direction. Second base is that way. My shoulder is already pointed. I'm going to be in 

this position. Cone 1 is where I start, where I catch the ground ball. Cone 2 is going to be where I release 

and cone 3 is going to be where I finish or follow. Okay, every infielder that catches the ground ball that 

plays in the big leagues moves their feet towards their targets. They get the momentum towards the 

target. So this drill is designed to help us throw like an infielder. I'm going to get Calder back up down 

there and I'm going to be the first one in this line to do this drill. We all have a ball in our hand. Okay? 

We start just as we just did in our last drill, catching ground balls. We're going to be in a wide base, our 

butt down, our hands are going to be out in front. We have the ball in our hand. There's no reason why 

we don't have a four-seam grip. Remember, cone 1 is starting point. Where I start, I want to stay low 

and go. Cone 2 is going to be where I throw. Cone 3 is where I finished. I hope the drill looks something 

like this. Ready, go! Get the ball back from your coach. Come back to the back of the line, Okay? When 

we catch the ball as an infielder, the first thing we should do is move our momentum towards our 

target. If we catch it, stand straight up, that's a wasted movement. We want to catch, stay low, go low. 

Start, throw and finish. One more time and then we'll get into it. You ready? Starting low, go. Get the 



ball back from your coach, go back to the end of your line. We all ready for this? Okay. Here we go. >> 

Very nice. Attaboy. Finish, get through the third come. Attaboy, TK. Back to the end of the line. Okay, 

hold on a minute. Slowdown over here. It's not a fire drill. I'd rather see 10 good ones than 20 bad ones. 

Take your time, get set, let the guy clear, make a good throw to your coach. Here we go. ( Noise ) 

Slowdown, make sure we do all right. (Inaudible), nice finish right there. ( Noise ) >> Good. >> All right, 

I'm satisfied. >> All right. >> Okay that's the first 2 parts. ( Silence ) >> I've made a little mistake in the 

copying, so go to the next page and you'll find the vocabulary in separate columns you'll see. ( Silence ) 

>> Okay, it is game time, game time. Everybody ready? Here we go. ( Pause ) I will try to hit it once, I 

promise. ( Pause ) >> Welcome to HockeyUs. All right, our next video is going to be protecting the puck 

from a defender and taking a shot, all right. When we're coming down to shoot this puck, I'm going to go 

to my forehand side, protect the puck using my inside leg and my shoulders to protect-- leg and my 

shoulders to protect from the defender, then I'm going to fire a shot and I'm going to follow the 

rebound. The reason we practice this is 'cause when there's a defender in front of you, sometimes you 

want to get around the guy before you take a shot. This could also work for making a pass, but right 

now, we're working on the shooting, so watch as I come up to the crate. I'm going to step to the side 

without stick handling and I'm going to shoot it, so watch. I'm going to do it in slow motion, I come up, I 

push, I protect, I shoot, I follow my rebound. Now I'm going to do it in full speed and show you how to 

do it, so watch. Notice, I'm not stick handling too much 'cause the more you stick handle, the more likely 

it is you're going to lose the puck, all right. (Background noise) So, I come down, I push, go for the 

rebound, see I forgot to go to the rebound, that could have been a perfect opportunity to score, all 

right, that puck came right out, that comes off the defenders pads like that, that's a-- goalie's pads like 

that, that's a perfect opportunity to score. You got to take advantage of that, so watch. ( Noise ) Okay, 

you can practice this by yourself if you got a crate or a chair. You can also just do it and pretend there's a 

defender there. It's also very good to practice in practice, when you're one to one draws. All right, 

thanks for visiting HockeyUs. ( Silence ) ( Laughter ) ( Noise ) (Music) >> Well, I spend a lot of time with 

juniors and if you want to be a single figure handicap, it's all about setting up for success. Now, what is a 

set-up? It's a preparation to the golf swing. It's number 1, it's your grip, number 2 is your posture, 

making sure it's athletic and number 3, alignment and if you can practice with the club slightly outside 

your ball, this is going to improve your game tremendously. But it's a choice, you're either going to do it 

and improve or you're going to be less focused on doing it and you're going to cause faults to come into 

a game. So, the greatest golfer's that I see are really focused on making sure that their set up is right. So 

let me talk a little bit about the grip. First of all, to get a good grip, I'll give you a key drill. You want to 

put the club next to your side. You want to feel that the grip sits more in the fingers of your left hand. 

You can see now that the back of my left hand matches the face of the club, well why is that important? 

Because then at impact, when you hit the ball, the back of the left hand is going to be facing the target 

and your club face is going to be totally square, less compensation. You then want to bring the club in 

front of you, you want to put your right hand along the shaft and then slide it down. I don't care if you 

use an interlock, overlap or 10 finger. The key is the grip, making sure the V of your left hand, the V of 

your hand points to right here, totally important if you want to get the club square back at impact. You 

also want to make sure when you set up with your good grip that the base of the club, the leading edge 

is straight up and down. If you want to hit a fade, you open it slightly, you want to hit a little draw, you 

close it slightly, but the grip is the key for direction. It also allows you to get aggressive through the ball 



and also controls the face throughout your swing. So when you get a squared face, you can keep your 

body angles through impact. The next key fundamental is your posture, and what I like to see in a 

posture is you're going to get your feet, shoulder with the pot, you want to get your toes turned out 

slightly and then you want to get the club vertical in front of you. You then want to bend from the ball 

joints in your hips. You got to feel more of your weight in your heels. Then, you want to drop the club a 

foot off the ground and now from here, I want to tilt over. So now, if I bounce up and down, my weight 

is in the balls of my feet. I feel very athletic now. I can feel that I can pull to my right and unwind through 

the ball to my left. This is key for you to get your arm swinging more in plane than the back swing. You'd 

want to jerk the club back, it'll be smooth and it'll get the club nicely to the top. The posture controls 

your body motion. So when you're in good posture, good angle, you can turn your body to the right and 

this is going to 'cause you to have a shoulder arm swing with that better body turn, and that's what Tiger 

has. That's what all juniors need to focus it on. Better turn, shoulder arm swing, and now you can really 

accelerate through impact. The next key fundamental is alignment. Making sure you align the face at 

your target and getting your toes, knees, hips, and shoulders all parallel to the target line. Once you do 

this, you have the big 3 key fundamentals to take your game to the next level. I've seen so many kids 

improve in the shortest period of time because of the good fundamentals. (Background music) So 

remember juniors, if you want to be smart, work on your fundamentals and you'll be a great player. ( 

Music ) ( Noise ) ( Silence ) >> -- comes together. >> On a count of 3 team, 1, 2, 3. >> Team. >> But the 

team at Penn State Harrisburg requires another set of hands-- >> Hold on. There was no sound. I 

apologize. So let me find it. >> Because one of its players is deaf. Doug Persing is just a freshman so he 

doesn't play a lot, but his mere presence here has taught his teammates that only do you need a nose 

for the ball, you have to make the most of your other senses too. (Whistle) >> (Background noise) 

Communication is a must. You know, I mean, that's one thing we learned as a whole team to 

communicate-- communicate more. >> And communication is about connecting. And Doug receives a 

huge assist from his interpreter, Kendra Blessing. Where he goes, she goes. >> I have to depend on the 

interpreter a lot but also learn myself independently how to communicate with the teammates as well. 

>> And naturally, Doug could have gone to Gallaudet, a university for the deaf. But, he wanted a 

challenge. (Background noise) He was also willing to take a risk of possibly not fitting in so he could 

follow his dream. >> When I grew up in Pennsylvania, my dream was to go to Penn State. I don't want to 

feel limited to Gallaudet or a deaf school just because I am deaf. I wanted to be different. >> Obviously, 

being deaf is not an issue for Doug. But being deaf can be an issue for others. For starters, he and 

Kendra had to make sure they were on the same page. >> At the beginning, it was a little tough. But I 

would always ask him like, 'What does this mean?' or 'What does that mean?' to make sure like I 

understood clear-- clearly and then he would either explain to me what it meant or we would make up 

signs or stuff. >> (Background noise) And his teammates? They respect Doug for how hard he works in 

practice, and his desire to be different. But at the same time, be like everyone else. >> As the season 

goes along, each day that goes by, becomes more and more normal for him and for us, where he's just 

one of the guys. >> Three, 1, 2, 3. >> I mean I don't feel special or unique in any way. I feel like what any 

other kid would. >> (Background noise) And that, that's another sign of a team that has truly come 

together. >> It certainly is and Doug lost his hearing when he was just 9 months old after being treated 

for a staph infection. You know, I asked him, "What are your goals?" And he said, "Obviously, get that 

engineering degree," and in a few years, he wants to be a role model for the underclassmen on the 



team. >> A role model. >> (Background music) AT&T introduces the Samsung Galaxy S II Skyrocket with 

4G LTE, Android Gingerbread OS, large 4.5 inch touchscreen, super AMOLED Plus display. AT&T. ( Noise ) 

>> So, I'm a little bit curious as to what some of you thought and I would like for everyone at their 

individual sites to take a moment and reflect on the story that we just saw. We talked in the beginning-- 

Val talked in the beginning about logistics and you know, where do you stand, how do you dress, so 

think about how was she dressed, where she stood. Think about what she talked about sign negotiation. 

I'm leading you with that one. I almost fell off my chair. And, I'd like for you to just take a moment and 

discuss it at your sites and then we'll come back and share for a moment. And then, as Val said, he is 

very eager to share with you a resource that you can use, a website that he wants to be sure to show 

you and discuss with you. So take a couple of minutes and we'll be right back. ( Silence ) 


